Welcome to our “Astrophotography” Open Night

Science Learning Centre (main building)

Talks
19:00 Martin Weston (Hertfordshire Astronomy Group): Amateur Astronomy and its role
19:45 Dr Marc Sarzi: The History of Astrophotography
20:30 Martin Weston (Hertfordshire Astronomy Group): Amateur Astronomy and its role
21:15 Dr Marc Sarzi: The History of Astrophotography

HD Planetarium: shows at 6:05, 6:25, 6:45, 7:05 …. till 10:05. Go upstairs and grab a ticket !!!
Inflatable planetarium: just queue downstairs, more tailored to kids
Labs: Comet Demo, IR camera, Photographic Plates!, Herts Astronomy Group
Computer Activities: Stellarium, Asteroid Hunters

Observatory (outside -- follow map on the back)
Take a short 5min walk to the telescopes, following on the illuminated path (see map at the back)

Telescopes & their targets:
Hough Telescope M1
Kitchin Telescope M82
Marsh Telescope Moon
INT Telescope Jupiter

Patrick Moore Rotunda: Radio Astronomy Show (every 20 min)

Hertfordshire Astronomy Group: Telescope Display and Observations